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## Conference Programs and Events

### IFLA WLIC 2012 Helsinki

**Saturday 11 Aug.**
15.15 - 17.45. Room 218. _Session 47. 1st Standing Committee Meeting_

**Tuesday 14 Aug.**
11.45 - 13.45. Room 1. _Session 129. Promoting global access to law: developing an open access index for official authenticated legal information, Part 2: Europe_
(Law Libraries with Government libraries, Library and Research Services for Parliaments, Government Information and Official Publications)

**Thursday 16 Aug.**
08.30 - 10.30. Room 4. _Session 193. The surprising world of government libraries: trends and prospect of new user services_

10.45 - 12.45. Room 4. _Session 203. Empowering library users to solve problems: our stories_
(Social Science Libraries with Law Libraries and Government Libraries)

13.00 - 14.30. Room 203. _Session 209a. 2nd Standing Committee Meeting_

---
Chair's Column

By Miguel Navas-Fernández
Chair 2011-13

Dear colleagues,

I enlisted in the Government Libraries Section in 2009, been Information Coordinator/Web Editor for the last 2 years, and now I am saluting you as the Chair of the Section. It’s a big honor and a great challenge to me, and I am trying to do my best.

It is also a big pleasure to present the latest issue of our newsletter, “The Information Point”, that we begun publishing in 1999. Nowadays, newsletters are not the best communication tools, since there are blogs, emailing lists and social networks. These bring information piece by piece in a quick and participative way. We have all these tools, but, despite that, we would like to continue publishing the newsletter since it contains cumulative information in a printer-friendly format.

Presence of the GLS in Helsinki

We are going to be very active during next WLIC in Helsinki (see p.1).

Our session, The surprising world of government libraries: trends and prospect of new user services, will take place on Thursday 16 Aug.

There will be other 2 sessions co-sponsored by us, in collaboration with the Sections of Law Libraries, Library and Research Services for Parliaments, Government Information and Official Publications, and Social Sciences Libraries.

Joining Government Libraries Section

2013 will be an election year at IFLA. 6 current members of our section may leave or renew their nomination, and yet there will be another 5 Vacancies to fill.

Therefore, the Government Libraries Section is looking for members. Interested? Just contact us and we will take care of your nomination!

( ifla.governmentlibraries@gmail.com). Please do it before October 2012.

WE WANT YOU!

Guidelines for Libraries of Government Departments

During the last year, our Guidelines for Libraries of Government Departments have been translated into Hindi, Catalan and French.

It means that this publication is available in 8 languages so far (including English, German, Russian, Spanish and Japanese).

We hope that this will be useful for the librarians community world-wide.


V Catalan Law Libraries Conference

I attended to the V Catalan Law Libraries Conference that took place in Barcelona (Catalonia, Spain) on the 15th November 2011.

The main intervention was the presentation carried out by Professor Vicenc Feliu, entitled “The library, information and law documentation services for the judiciary bodies of the United States of America”. The other
presentations were given by Eulàlia Sau (Coordinator of the Catalan Law Libraries network), regarding the procedures of the Working Group for Obsolete Materials, and by Ivet Adell (Coordinator of the Law Libraries of the Barcelona City), regarding the Law Libraries Promotion Plan.

All the materials, including presentations, full texts, pictures and videos are available online here (Spanish and Catalan language only):
Program, presentations and full text
Post in the "Knowledge Management" weblog
Slideshare
Flickr

Projects

In October 2011, we asked for project funds to undertake projects. We did not get the funds, but we are still considering some projects like an Online Directory, Selective Bibliography or Report on the state of GL worldwide.

You are welcome to contribute with ideas for the good of government libraries at: ifla.governmentlibraries@gmail.com.

Information Coordinator’s Report

By Guillermo García-Capcha
Information Coordinator 2011-13

Changes in the Standing Committee

As advertised in the last newsletter, there were elections inside the Section, and new Chair, Secretary/Treasurer and Information Coordinator/Web Editor were appointed:
- Miguel Navas-Fernández (Spain) – Chair
- Sanjay K. Bihani (India) – Secretary / Treasurer
- Guillermo García-Capcha (Peru) – IC/WE

In addition, some members left and some new arrived, and some have been replaced:
- Patrick Ryan by Anoja Fernando (UK), SC member
- Hannah Fischer by Jérôme Fronty (France), corresponding member

The group is well communicated and team working is excellent.


Papers to be presented in Helsinki

After several workings weeks, we have a final selection of papers to be presented in our main session in Helsinki. Voices from USA, Greece, India & Finland will cover a variety of issues related to the government libraries.

The full-text of papers are already available and translation to French, Chinese and Spanish are under way.

Obituary: Maija

by Sanjay K. Bihani
Secretary/Treasurer 2011-13
and Elina Kähö
Member SC 2011-13

Last Easter we got sad news when our colleague Maija Jussilainen passed away due to cancer. She fought this battle for many years.

Maija started her career as a librarian in the beginning of 1970’s. She graduated from the University of Tampere in 1980 and worked as a research assistant at the University of Tampere. In the 1990’s she worked as an information specialist at the library of University of Vaasa and at the Parliament library in Helsinki. In 1997 she started working in the Prime Minister Office and later worked as a knowledge specialist in the Ministry of Finance and in the State Treasure. Maija retired in 2010.

Maija was a multi-talented, very soft spoken and a pioneer in the field of information management. She often thought how the persons who work for the same matters in different professions could understand each other better. Maija was
developing the network of information management professionals aiming to have high-quality information services for the Ministries, Departments, Parliament library and National Archives. One of the targets of Maija’s interest was knowledge management. Around these matters she also had plans for doctoral thesis.

Maija was very active in many international organizations. In the 1990’s she participated in the Nordic cooperation via NORDICOM network. During last decade she was very active in IFLA’s Government Libraries and Government Information and Official Publications sections. She was a key person during 2005 Pre-Conference of Government Libraries Section in Stockholm.

Maija was making better world by inspiring people, whenever it matters libraries, garden, old houses or non-nuclear policy in Norway. Friends and colleagues remember her as a peaceful and warm person who loved the beauty, poetry and music.

Internet Librarian International 2011: The innovation and technology conference for information professionals

by Sanjay K. Bihani
Secretary/Treasurer 2011-13


I recently attended the two-day conference organised by Information Today Group at Copthorne Tara Hotel, London on 27–28 October 2011. The conference is organised every year and this is the 13th year of Internet Librarian International.

Internet Librarian International’s primary focus was case studies of innovation and technology in action in a variety of library settings. This year, more than 30 case studies were featured from around the world, including Australia, Belgium, Hungary, Norway, Sweden, United Kingdom and the United States.

This year’s conference theme was ‘Navigating the New Normal – Strategies for Success’. Conference Chair, Marydee Ojala explained that innovation and experimentation are still taking place. We are amazingly proficient at revolutionising our work environments, understanding and utilising new technologies, and also bringing creative thinking to problem solving. The new normal isn’t just about austere budgets, it’s about new technologies and ways of working. It’s about partnerships and transparency, about new ways to develop and disseminate knowledge, about the increasing importance of communication skills, and about opening up access to information, data, and knowledge.

The opening keynote address was delivered by Klaus Tochtermann, Director of the German National Library of Economics and Professor of Computer Media at the University of Kiel. Professor Tochtermann shared his vision of the future of the Internet and how it will affect information professionals and libraries, based around the four elements of the future Internet that he has identified: the Internet of content and knowledge, the Internet by and for people, the Internet of things, and the Internet of services. The second-day keynote speakers were journalist Kevin Anderson and social software consultant Suw Charman-Anderson. They focused on the evaluation and adoption of digital innovations, issues around data journalism, social media, semantic search, crowd sourcing, digital rights and press freedom.

ILI 2011 was organised into six tracks to help delegates focus on topics of their particular interest:

Track 1 – ‘Technology Developments and Trends’ kicked off by UKOLN’s Brian Kelly and Ake Nygren of Stockholm Public Library who explored what’s on the technology horizon. The track includes a presentation from Andrew Woolfson of law firm Reynolds Porter Chamberlain LLP who explained how RPC have developed ‘Edge’, a new social platform designed to understand the way people work, married to the attributes of social media within the unique demands of a legal environment. Other speakers in this track include the Open University’s Tony Hirst, the University of Huddersfield’s Dave Pattern and Bryony Ramsden, and Rurik Thomas Greenall from Norway’s NTNU.

Track 2 – ‘New Models for the New Normal’, included presentations from Linda Vidlund and Cecilia Petersson from Uppsala University Library, who talked about how they are experimenting with technologies such as QR codes to find out how digital materials can be made more visible in the
The conference was attended by delegates from more than 30 countries and from academic, public, corporate, government, medical, law and various other types of libraries. My most favourite sessions were:

- Rethinking Library Websites
- Efficient and Effective: Case studies for the new normal
- The e-book Revolution in Libraries
- On the Move: Library Services on Mobile Devices
- Experimenting with e-Resources
- Phil’s Latest Discoveries
- Searching Without Google
- Teaching Others / Teaching Information Skills

The Internet Librarian International conference ended with a panel discussion tackling the question of whether the new normal requires a new you. The panel was made up of three speakers from the conference, Michael Stephens, Ulla de Stricker and Joanna Ptolemy and was chaired by Marydee Ojala.

I attended really interesting sessions, met renowned experts on various fields and had engaging discussions in the field of current trends in library and information management during this conference. I personally feel that I don’t completely need to reinvent myself to work with the new normal, but I can use my existing knowledge and resources as a basis to adapt myself to meet new needs and challenges.

IFLA workshop on transparency and good governance: Argentina

By Magdalena Biota
Corresponding Member 2011-13

On September 28, 2011, simultaneously with the “Access to information day”, the Workshop on transparency and good governance was carried out in Buenos Aires. Cosponsored by IFLA LAC, IFLA FAIFE and the Library of Congress of Argentina, the workshop was delivered by Paul Sturges, from the University of Loughborough, England, and by Alejandra Martinez del Prado, from the System of Libraries of the School of Medicine (UNAM), contributing to the exchange of ideas on how libraries can facilitate to good governance and transparency.

The welcoming speech was delivered by Senator Roxana Latorre, who said to be glad that the workshop and the celebration of the “Day of access to information” were coincidental with the opening of the new library.
building, before being officially inaugurated (see picture above). Regarding access to public information, Senator Latorre said the half-way approved bill is now being treated at the House of Representatives, pending definite approval. With the aim of ensuring access to public information by every citizen, the proposed law is based on a right that needs to be regulated: in practice, Legislative and Judicial information is less accessible than Executive information. With the new information technologies, which—she said—entail a change of paradigm, the possibilities of access are enhanced. “This confirms Mayan prophecy that the old world would culminate in 2012”, a phrase that Senator used to indicate that, according to her interpretation, we are experiencing the beginning of a new era ruled by new social devices and technological mediations to regulate relations between the people and the State.

Parallel to the enhanced possibilities of access to information and knowledge, the Library of Congress also enjoyed a marked growth in the number of readers; meanwhile its services reached a 90% of satisfactory responses, and measures have been taken to digitize library holdings, “in an ongoing process of digitalization”. The Senator also highlighted the importance of the recently launched Digesto Legal (a compendium of Argentinean laws), initiated as a bill aiming at reordering the laws in rule. With the efforts of more than 100 specialists, 300,000 laws were ordered and simplified, comprising them into a Digesto of only 3,600 norms, conveniently classified to make its free online access easier.

The challenge, she said, is to “regionalize, federalize and build a true Latin American and world network that strengthens us all”. To that end, she deemed necessary to think on every-day tasks as a work of projection, so that citizens are connected even in the farthest corner of the world. After Latorre’s speech, there follow Paul Struges’ words. Sturges spoke about IFLA UNESCO Manifesto, about the Internet and transparency. He reported that the Manifesto is based on Article 19 the United Nation’s Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which reads: “Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.”. Increasingly, he said, libraries are places where people go seek information, where librarians seek information on behalf of the people, and where the information can be passed on to others.

While in the past, libraries were custodians of information, protecting the integrity of its interpretation and the unity of its sense, today librarians protect the values of freedom of opinion and expression, and should take article 19 as their belief and promote it to everyone.

Afterwards, the manager of the library services, Alejandro Santa, described the key aspects of the administration: open access, free services and equal opportunities. He thanked the presence of the staff, unions and representatives of other libraries. He mentioned the importance of promoting networks, increasing strengths and learning from weaknesses to improve performance. “The Parliament is the people’s administration”, he said, “and the role of the librarian is optimized with new technologies. Librarians will not disappear: googling is not magic”. He also said to be pleased at the recent creation the library’s cultural extension center, which will be complementary to the services and activities of the library, and serve as feedback to them.

The closing speech was delivered by Argentine historian Felipe Pigna, who took a retrospective glance at the issue of access to information, evoking the invention of writing, more than 6,000 years ago. The invention of writing meant a change in the way information was made accessible. However not until the late nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century did the number of literate people increase, as reading and writing skills had been banned to the majority of people as a way to preserve the power in the dominant elites.

He also mentioned the concept of “good
government”, originated in Spain, more specifically in the Siete partidas (Seven-part code) compiled during the reign of Alfonso X of Castile, a king who claimed that a good government responds to the expectation of the people, being the ruler necessarily at the service of the ruled—which, Pigna said, by no means justifies the invasion initiated in the Crusades and continued in the conquest and genocide of America.

In the region, the concept of good government reverberates in the anticolonialist claims of José Gabriel Condorcanqui, also known as Túpac Amaru II, who argued that a legitimate government should be established to avoid people from being charged unjust taxes. Condorcanqui’s rebellion is the most important and widely known upheaval of the colonial times in America. However, it was no later than 1493, with the Antillean rebellion, when people began to demonstrate against the conquest and genocide. With the independent movements in Argentina, Manuel Belgrano’s ideas began to spread. Pioneer of popular education, he said: “Without education there is no nation, no homeland; the economy and progress depends upon education of the people.” Since then, libraries have been the place where culture is socialized, and the measures taken by Mariano Moreno bear testimony to the efforts of these men to promote equal access to knowledge, regardless of caste, gender, age or race.

Pigna also mentioned the uses of history and its access as a preventive measure, referring to two polemic and emblematic figures: San Martín and Sarmiento, while recounting two events from the recent history in Argentina. The first one referred to the President of the Rural Society in Argentina, Hugo Biolcati, who usually quotes Sarmiento in his speeches to support institutional policies. However, the productive model in which Sarmiento believed was based on a medium-scale exploitation strategy, just as it was by the time developed in Chivilicoy, Province of Buenos Aires. Such a model allowed population settlements, better use of soils and a more sustainable development in the long term. On the other hand, the landowner oligarchy, gathered in the Rural Society, preferred the large estate exploitation, and underestimated Sarmiento’s reasoning arguing that it was against Argentina’s traditions of vast extensions.

The second one related to the bicentennial of the birth of José de San Martín, in 1978. In the commemoration speech, de facto president Jorge Rafael Videla was quoted to have said more or less the following: “If San Martín were alive, he would be proud of the task undertaken by this sanmartinean army against subversion”. However, facts are eloquent: while San Martín created many libraries, the Junta Militar burnt more than a million books; furthermore, according to the code of honor of San Martín’s army, soldiers should be twice more respectful to civilians than soldiers by reason of the power vested in them. Therefore, he encouraged us all to read history in order to be warned.

Pigna valued the right to access, communication and creation, and highlighted the relevance of libraries. He talked about his experience in Colombia, and the importance of library parks in highly-risky cities such as Medellín. “Libraries are elements of the future, rather than the past”, he said, evoking libraries’ atmosphere and the idea of social and common goods: “the book in a library is something one should take care of so that others can later use”. He also mentioned microfilming and digitization as techniques that help both preserve knowledge and widen access through networks that democratize research.

To sum up, Pigna recalled Mayan codes’s metaphor and cataclysm and said: “Mayans thought that the end of the world was the beginning of a new era in which the people would be invited to the supper from which they had been excluded”.

With Pigna’s speech, the opening session was concluded, and afterwards attendees were invited to join the workshop to discuss the importance of librarians’ role in making information increasingly accessible.

During the workshop, emphasis was given to the need of developing the capacity of library associations and librarians’ networks, so that experiences are shared and good practices are promoted. The workshop encouraged participation, and during the second part teams were formed to analyze specific sections of the IFLA Manifesto. Final directions included the design of socially relevant projects, with a national or international scope, contemplating the creation of librarians’ networks committed to widening access to information and knowledge.
Japan Earthquake: Libraries to Recover

By Mika Lawler
Member SC 2009-2013

The Great East Japan Earthquake and subsequent tsunami on March 11th left massive destruction. Especially hard-hit are libraries in the coastal area; at worst libraries were wholly swept away, and many others report damaged premises and scattered, seawater-soaked collections. Library communities, government organizations, cultural institutions, private corporations and volunteers around the nation have been offering support for the libraries of the region.

The National Diet Library (NDL), the sole national library in Japan, located far away in Tokyo, had 1.8 million books on the higher floors of the stacks in the main building fall off the shelves at the time. The NDL has branch libraries in each Government ministry and in the Supreme Court. Some of those government libraries had to close for a while to restore order, but none of their damage was serious (one exception was the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare Library, which had to close its reading room for several months. It kept providing library services for the government staff even during their closure).

What the NDL has been doing for the libraries in the disaster-hit area is such as dispatching its preservation specialists to affected libraries; providing specially-tailored reference and document-delivery services for the affected area.

The NDL has been archiving related websites immediately after March 11th and has been cooperating on the matter with institutions abroad. The NDL, which is also the parliamentary library, has been producing special reports on the disaster and recovery issues for the Diet (parliament) members. These are made available on its website for the public.

News

The New European Library: a discovery service (July 2012)

Collections exposed. A way to promote the collections available at specialized libraries is to aggregate them into the flow of a central provider. These days we can see an example of this strategy with the launch of the new European Library, a result of an innovative partnership between the Conference of European National Librarians (CENL) and three other leading library organisations: LIBER, CERL and the Europeana Foundation.

48 National Libraries have an agreement to expose part of their holdings (rare books, images or manuscripts) through a single point of access. The goal is that research communities can have access to metadata or full-text documents related to cultural heritage.

You can read more information about the project here.

The Finnish library system: open collaboration for an open society (July 2012)

Latest IFLA Journal issue is available! We recommend the first article, The Finnish library system – open collaboration for an open society. It presents a short history of Finnish libraries and librarianship. Very interesting reading before getting to Helsinki!

Spain: Ministry of Defense launches a digital library (June 2012)

Recently, under the Madrid Book Fair, the digital library Biblioteca Virtual de Defensa has been introduced in Spain. With this start, it is being afforded not only the preservation of the most important works of the library, archive and museum heritage from the Ministry of Defense, but it is also a definite step towards giving open access to the Defense electronic publications and cultural expressions of the ministry.
Government Information: Inputs for Learning (April 2012)

Information from government departments aimed exclusively at adults? A suggestive direction is offered in the latest issue of IFLA Journal (March 2012, p. 68-77). There we can find the article The Gov Doc Kids Group and free government information, written by Tom Adamich, Martha Childers, Katy Davis, John H. Faria and Antoinnette W. Satterfield (published also as a paper at the IFLA WLIC 77 in Puerto Rico).

The Gov Doc Kids Group, located in the United States, was formed to promote the use of government information to children, as a way of supporting their learning process in subjects such as history or science. Members of the Group describe the formation of the initiative, international and country websites useful for children, and present means of opening the doors of government information to this target group. The paper also provides an in-depth description of how a Government Documents Children’s Collection could be formed. Although the examples discussed here are United States-centric projects, the authors say that these ideas could flourish in almost any country.


It has 279 pages and the content is divided into the following 6 sections:

- Embracing new avenues of communication
- Adapting to new and evolving technologies
- Altering our places and spaces
- Tackling changing expectations, resources, and job descriptions
- Preserving what we have and preparing for the future
- Expanding horizons

It has been compiled and edited by Marie Kaddell, from LexisNexis, and is available online.

2010 edition is also available online.

Members of the Government Libraries Section

Standing Committee

Miguel NAVAS-FERNÁNDEZ (Chair)
Librarian
Law Libraries Network of Catalonia
Sabadell (Barcelona)
Catalonia, SPAIN
Email: miguel.navas@gencat.cat
First term: 2009-2013

Sanjay K. BIHANI
(Secretary/Treasurer)
Attaché (Press & Information / Library)
High Commission of India
India House, Aldwych
London WC2B 4NA
UNITED KINGDOM
Tel. +(44) (0) 207 632 3064 / 3166
Fax +(44) (0) 207 632 3204
Mob. +44 (0) 750 122 8693
Email: sanjaykbihani@gmail.com
First term: 2007-2011

Guillermo GARCÍA-CAPCHA
(Information Coordinator/Web Editor)
Librarian
Av. El Parque 720
Canto Rey
Lima 36, PERU
Email: ggarcia78@gmail.com
First Term: 2011-2015

Lamine CAMARA
Chef de la Cellule Information
Direction Generale des Marches Publics
BP1680 Quartier du Fleuve
1680 Bamako
MALI
Tel. + (223)90220621
Fax + (223) 90233846
Email: laminacamara_ml@yahoo.fr / dgmp@dgmp.gov.ml
First term: 2009-2013

Maria del Carmen DÍEZ-HOYO
Head Librarian
Bibliotecas de la Agencia Española de Cooperación Internacional para el Desarrollo
Ministerio de Asuntos Exteriores y de Cooperación
Avenida Reyes Católicos, no 4
28040 Madrid
SPAIN
Tel. +(34)(91)5838524
Fax + (34)(91)5838525
Email: carmen.diez-hoyo@aecid.es
First term: 2009-2013

Anoja FERNANDO
Adelphi Library Team Librarian
Department for Work and Pensions
Information, Governance and Security | Room 114 - The Adelphi
1-11 John Adam Street | London | WC2N 6HT
UNITED KINGDOM
Email: anoja.fernando@dwp.gsi.gov.uk

Margarita GARCÍA-MORENO
Deputy Director of Publications
Ministry of Defence
Paseo de Moret, 3
28008 Madrid
SPAIN
Tel. +(34) 91 780 86 17
Fax: +(34) 91 780 89 47
Email: mgarmo1@oc.mde.es
First Term: 2011-2015

Ursula Maria GOECKERITZ
Head of Library
Thuringian Ministry of Education and Cultural Affairs
Werner-Seelenbinder-Strasse 7
99096 Erfurt

GERMANY
Tel. +(49) (361) 3794246
Fax +(49) (361) 3794249
Email: maria.goeckeritz@tkm.thueringen.de / maria.goeckeritz@web.de
First term: 2007-2011

Inger JEPSSON
Head of Library
Swedish Government Offices
Forvaltningsavdelningen
SE - 103 33 Stockholm
SWEDEN
Tel. +(46)(8)4054710
Fax + (46)(8)4054979
Email: inger.jepsson@adm.ministry.se
First term: 2009-2013

Elina KÄHÖ
Information Specialist
Information Services
Ministry of Finance
Snellmaninkatu 1 A, Helsinki
PO BOX 28
FI-00023 Government
FINLAND
Tel. +358 9 160 01
Fax +358 9 160 33123
E-mail: elina.kaho@vm.fi
First term: 2009-2013

Mika LAWLER
Director, Planning Division, Administrative Department
National Diet Library
1-10-1 Nagata-cho, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 100-8924
JAPAN
Tel. (81)(3)35812331
Fax +(81)(3)35082934
Email: mlawler@ndl.go.jp
First term: 2009-2013

Jerry W. MANSFIELD
Information Research Specialist
Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress
101 Independence Ave SE
Washington DC 20540
UNITED STATES
Tel. (1)(202)707 0106
Fax +(1)(202)252 3475
Email: jmansfield@crs.loc.gov
First term: 2007-2011
Corresponding Members

Magdalena BIOTA
Documentation and Information Center
Information Services
Ministry of Economy and Public Finance
Hipólito Yrigoyen 250, Piso 2, Of. 200 (CP 1310)
Buenos Aires
ARGENTINA
Tel: (5411) 4349-7157/5554/9
E-mail: mbiota@mecon.gov.ar
First Term: 2011-2013

Pavel KISELEV
Legal Assistant to General Director
Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library
3 Senatskaya sq.
St. Petersburg
RUSSIA
Email: kiselev@prlib.ru
First Term: 2011-2013

Institutional, Association and Individual Members

Currently, there are 57 members of IFLA registered in the Government Libraries Section.

Distribution by categories

- 42 institutions
- 13 national associations
- 2 students affiliates.

Distribution by countries

Number of members from each country:

- Argentina 1
- Australia 2
Azerbaijan 1  
Belgium 2  
Bosnia and Herzegovina 1  
Cameroon 1  
Canada 2  
China 3  
Croatia 1  
Cyprus 1  
Denmark 1  
Egypt 1  
France 2  
Finland 3  
Germany 1  
Hungary 1  
India 2  
Ireland 1  
Italy 1  
Japan 1  
Namibia 1  
Netherlands 1  
Norway 2  
Portugal 1  
Russian Federation 1  
Saudi Arabia 1  
Slovenia 1  
Spain 3  
Swaziland 1  
Switzerland 1  
Ukraine 1  
United States 1  
Canada 2  
Iceland 1  
Ireland 1  
Italy 1  
Netherlands 1  
Republic of Korea 1  
Sweden 2  
United Kingdom 1  
United States 5  

---

**Editorial Note**

This is the official newsletter of the Government Libraries Section of IFLA. It is published twice yearly. The newsletter may be reproduced and printed in electronic formats without permission, provided acknowledgement is made. Views expressed in the newsletter are not necessarily those of the Section Officers or the Editor.

We would like to see more global representation and would welcome a volunteer from each continent to supply a continental update or perspective to the newsletter – if you are interested please contact us at ifla.governmentlibraries@gmail.com.